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Reinforced concrete structures that are exposed to marine environments often suffer cor-
rosion of the steel reinforcement. As a consequence, the cross-sectional area of steel is
reduced, but also the bond properties of the steel-concrete interface diminish and the
volumetric expansion of the oxide leads to the cracking of concrete [1].

To reproduce such a cracking, the authors programmed an interface finite element called
expansive joint element that reproduces the volumetric expansion of oxide [2] and works
together with finite elements with an embedded adaptable cohesive crack [3], which repro-
duce cracking of concrete following the standard cohesive crack introduced by Hillerborg
[4]. In previous works, that model was proved to properly reproduce the patterns of crack-
ing observed in accelerated corrosion tests, assuming a fluid-like behavior for the oxide,
as in [5]. However, some of the constitutive parameters of oxide had to be assumed, as
there is a lack of experimental information about them, due to the difficulty to directly
measure the properties of the oxide.

To obtain information about the process of cracking, accelerated corrosion tests were
carried out on concrete prisms with a steel tube as reinforcement, which were very sensitive
to the initiation of cracking. Then simulations on the tests were carried out on 2D
FE models of the prisms with a tube and the measurements recorded in the tests were
reproduced. The model captured the initiation of cracking and reproduced the shape of
the experimental curves of results. To achieve a better fit to those curves, some of the
parameters of oxide were modified ad hoc, finding that the simulations with the tube
were more sensitive to variations in those parameters than the simulations in previous
works with a bar. An example is shown in Fig. 1 for the width of the main crack, which
was measured between points A and B, as seen in the left sketch. The parameters of
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Figure 1: Simulations of the expansion of oxide in concrete prisms with a steel tube, in which the width of
the main crack was measured at points A and B (left) and fit of the numerical curves to the experimental
results (right).

the expansive joint element, in particular the expansion factor and the shear stiffness,
were modified to achieve a good fitting of the experimental curves, as seen on the right.
Further studies are needed to ascertain the influence of each parameter in the overall
behavior and to determine the values that reproduce best the experimental results of all
the measurements.
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